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Abstract—The standard models of scales do not satisfy the specific requirements of Peruvian agricultural conditions. Consequently, this generates unnecessary costs and wastes time in the banana production sector. The development process of new products, focused on sustainability, has allowed the generation of added value in terms of labour and creativity by designing prototypes of scales that incorporate solar panels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The banana sector in Peru is one of the sectors with higher production growth rates. In 2011 this achieved an FOB value of US$69.5 million of exported bananas, mainly to countries like Holland, the United States, Belgium, Japan [1] and, at the same time, is one of the sectors with higher demands of international standards [2] [3]. To achieve higher economic performance in worldwide banana production, costs of transportation, personnel, infrastructure and unnecessary storage [4] should be avoided. This involves producers mobilizing production crews in the field, even to remotes areas where banana weighing at the harvesting site is desirable [5].

To access banana harvest areas in Peru, you have to travel on non-asphalt, dusty, rough roads (trails). These are areas with constant rainfall in the summer months and no electrical installations at any time of the year.

Currently, weighing bananas to be exported is done in tanks. This is due to the features of the models of the scales that require electrical power and a safe environment, and are fixed. They also must be free from moisture and dust in order to avoid miscalibration and the rapid deterioration of the scales, as these products [6] generally lack the opportunity for maintenance in Peru.

In the metrological classification of electronic scales, only two parameters are of importance: Tare or maximum load [CM] and the value of digital divide [dd] [7].

A type of common scale uses a sensitive element to deformation and a thin wire whose electrical resistance changes when stretched or compressed. This set is known as a load cell, which is fused together to a column that holds the scale platform [8].

Currently, electronic scales are integrating the latest technology: GPRS communication modules, digital sensors, CAN bus, and automatic weighing, among others [9] [10].

Moreover, for 30 years, research efforts have focussed on understanding the best practices in the development of new products [11]. A number of studies have determined that development practices of new products continue evolving. A wide variety of study designs and methodological approaches have been observed, adapted to the particularities of each sector of activity, and each are becoming more sophisticated. Those that bring the best results use multifunctional equipment [12] [13] [14] [15].

Traditionally, activities for developing new products were focused in developed countries. However, sustainability, environmental responsibility and related trends are part of the business agenda for a growing number of companies worldwide. Understanding how to integrate these concepts in developing new products can be an important part of a successful business [16].

The objective of the article is to apply a methodology for developing new products focused on sustainability, to develop four prototypes of compact, collapsible and lightweight scales with platforms hermetic to dust and water, which integrates advances in technology: the use of solar energy through photovoltaic panels, making this scale prototype a portable and reliable product for its use in agricultural fields.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY

Initial considerations of the research are shown in Table I. Understanding assessment levels allows prioritizing and effectively achieving projects, identifying the features and the needs of the project, industrial sectors, and the specific company.

The project aims to develop prototypes of autonomous and hermetic scales for use on every weighing stage of the banana sector by using solar energy in the Piura Region.

The industrial sector of weighing solutions has few competitors as there are only six companies in the north of Peru that offer products and services of this nature. The banana sector is a little explored niche market. Also, imported products do not cover the requirements of the
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banana sector.

The company, “Balanzas Murguia S.A.”, in an effort to satisfy their clients’ weighing solutions, aims to improve their products. This is a very complex task that requires the research and development of new technologies and mechanisms, along with the necessary collaboration and participation of the Universidad de Piura in the development of the new product.

The methodology for the development of the new product is based on a practical approach for developing countries proposed by UNEP [16].

In the team’s formation and the planning of the project people who will be involved with the project, from both inside and outside of the company, were identified. This is to determine the best use of each of the mechanical and production engineers, production technicians, systems analysts, and project and operations managers.

The drivers of development for the selected product are summarized in that the knowledge to be applied to the development of prototypes is of free use, without restrictions. The technology of the devices or elements, which the product uses, does not restrict its application because the design, development and implementation creates a totally new product, independent of patents and restrictions of the parts.

The impact assessment is summarized in the economic and social impact of the agribusiness sector. This is mainly from those small producers or associations that require scales according to their needs, and avoids unnecessary expenses due to lack of appropriate technology. This indirectly strengthens mobile industry development and contributes to the use of clean technology helping to conserve the environment.

The only waste generated by the use of the product is from the batteries. These will be recycled as small batteries and other products of the same nature. Other accessories can be reusable and repairable.

The development of a strategy and a design summary of the new product was necessary to study the profiles, needs and requirements of weighing solutions in the banana sector. This was done through structured questionnaires to collect the necessary information to determine the parameters of potential clients of the banana sector. The results of the study are presented in Section III.

In the generation and selection of ideas, solutions are presented to improve product sustainability with the identified parameters. The team selects and describes a new concept for the design and manufacture of prototypes. The results of the design and manufacture are presented in Section III.

The design of the prototype was made taking into account the technical requirements for the instruments described in two international technical standards: OZML–R76–1:1992 [7] and NMP-003-2009 [17].

In the prototype’s design, the following materials and equipment for the prototype were identified:

1) Display
2) Pedestals
3) Iron plate
4) Steel plate
5) Sensors (electronic card)
6) Solar panel
7) Rechargeable battery

To verify the operation of the prototype, the following instruments were used:

1) Load simulator
2) Multi-tester
3) Analytical scale
4) Certified weights
5) Micrometers

### III. RESULTS AND TABLES

The results gathered from six regional organic banana organizations captured the following information:

1) The production system is comprised of 13 activities (see Fig. 1). Weighing is done after packaging by mobile crews in the field, and is assembled/disassembled according to the location of the harvest.

2) The dominant values for the use of scales for the associations of banana growers are:

a) CALIBRATION: Differences in the weight of boxes of organic bananas cause rework and observations by the controlling entity in the
boarding area to the container. Also, miscalibration prevents meeting export standards.

b) **PRICE:** The price of standard models of scales fluctuates between $290 and $450. The price issue is sensitive to producers who use on average 10 scales in various work crews that move according to the harvest area. They also have to invest in replacing all of the equipment in less than one year.

![Image of current production system](image1.png)

Fig 1 - Current production system

a) **RESISTANCE:** to environmental conditions (sun, rain, dust) and transport conditions involving mobilization of production crews in the field even to remote areas. This feature relates to the quality of scale calibration.

b) **COSTS:** generated by recharging of scales, whose batteries should last from 8 to 10 working hours, or days if areas are difficult to access.

2) The recommendations to be considered for the design of scales were:

a) Hermetic scales.
b) Flexible neck.
c) Protective case for easy transportation to be mobilized by work crews.
d) Digital display.
e) Accessibility of spare parts.
f) Product to consume less power in battery recharges.

The features mentioned made it possible to design and fabricate four prototypes of scales: BAL-005-001-02, BAL-005-001-0, BAL-020-005-01 and BAL-050-010-01 (see Table II and Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5). The differences in the prototypes are based mainly in their capacity, and in the case of the two 5kg scales, differ in the material of the platform. In summary, the prototypes have the following features: digital, autonomous, hermetic against dust and water, and lightweight (no more than 17kg.).

![Image of prototypes](image2.png)

Fig 2 - BAL-005-001-02

![Image of prototypes](image3.png)

Fig 3 - BAL-005-001-01

![Image of prototypes](image4.png)

Fig 4 - BAL-020-005-01

Among the major components of the prototypes shown, we can mention: (1) the solar panel, (2) the operating console, and (3) the loading platform.

Among the major components of the prototypes shown, we can mention: (1) the solar panel, (2) the operating console, and (3) the loading platform.
In the design of the prototypes, different load cell design is used (see Fig. 6).

In the evaluation and test marketing, the reactions of organic banana associations in the region, regarding the sustainability qualities of the product, were highly satisfactory. With this experience, modifications and adaptations to the current process of the company can be done to the introduction of the product into the market. At the same time, the company has to prepare a communication and marketing strategy for the new product.

### Table II - Technical features of the prototypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>BAL-050-010-01</th>
<th>BAL-020-005-01</th>
<th>BAL-005-001-01</th>
<th>BAL-005-001-02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum load [CM]</td>
<td>50 Kg</td>
<td>20 Kg</td>
<td>5 Kg</td>
<td>5 Kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of the digital divide [dd]</td>
<td>10 grams</td>
<td>5 grams</td>
<td>1 gram</td>
<td>1 gram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>Kg/lb</td>
<td>Kg/lb</td>
<td>Kg/lb</td>
<td>Kg/lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>4 digits (7 segments)</td>
<td>4 digits (7 segments)</td>
<td>4 digits (7 segments)</td>
<td>4 digits (7 segments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboards</td>
<td>6 keypads, push button type</td>
<td>6 keypads, push button type</td>
<td>6 keypads, push button type</td>
<td>6 keypads, push button type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load tension</td>
<td>9V-12V</td>
<td>9V-12V</td>
<td>9V-12V</td>
<td>9V-12V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sealing IP</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>0 °C – 50°C</td>
<td>0 °C – 50°C</td>
<td>0 °C – 50°C</td>
<td>0 °C – 50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Cast iron</td>
<td>Aluminium alloy</td>
<td>Stainless steel plate</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions of cover</td>
<td>49cm x 37cm</td>
<td>39.5cm x 52.1cm</td>
<td>25cm x 30.2cm</td>
<td>25cm x 25cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestal</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestal dimension</td>
<td>60 cm</td>
<td>60 cm</td>
<td>21.5 cm</td>
<td>21.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>Zero and Tare</td>
<td>Zero and Tare</td>
<td>Zero and Tare</td>
<td>Zero and Tare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>4 adjustable rubber feet</td>
<td>4 adjustable rubber feet</td>
<td>4 adjustable rubber feet</td>
<td>4 adjustable rubber feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In this paper we presented the application of one of the methods of new product development, focused on sustainability, to develop a scale that integrates solar technology for use in agricultural fields. This sustainable approach improves products and incorporates technical, economic and environmental concerns as key strategic elements for companies in developing economies.
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